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The Dr. Manorath m-line thread lift uses a stronger and more effective type of Polydioxanone (PDO) thread designed to lift the tighten saggy skin. This popular wrinkle treatment is available in different sizes to accommodate various area of the face. The threads are constructed of absorbable PDO which is also traditionally used in surgery. Dr. Manorath m-line threads inserts into the Superficial Muscular Aponeurotic System (SMAS) or the subcutaneous later of fat. After the treatment, an immediate and natural-looking lift is achieved. About 6-8 months, the threads are naturally absorbed by the body but the resulting life remains up to 2 years or as long as your collagen produced holds the lifts. It is now possible to get a facelift without going under the knife with non-invasive treatment option like ultherapy, titan, exilis and Dr. Manorath m-line thread lift, men and women with mature and aging. Skin can achieve a look similar to a facelift without the risk of incisions, pain or downtime associated with surgery.
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